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Dog Judge Critique:  Mrs L Crane  
 
May I convey my thanks to The Scottish Club for their kind invitation to judge the Dogs at this 
very hospitable and friendly Show. Having been away from the Cavalier ring for a while, I was 
really looking forward to this day and I was certainly not disappointed. Thanks to the exhibitors for 
their lovely entry and their sporting acceptance of my decisions. The dogs were all very well presented 
and I had some lovely exhibits to assess. Thanks also to Terry my Steward and not forgetting thanks 
for my lovely “Goodie Bag” which I enjoyed opening when I got home. Thank you all for a very enjoyable 
day. 
 
VETERAN (5:1Abs) 1. McMurray – CH HARANA JACK JONES AT MERRYOTH VW 
What a credit this boy  his owner and to the breed. Such a classic head and the most 
expressive eyes with excellent black pigmentation. Lovely shape and an ideal size and very 
nicely constructed. He was beautifully presented and moved so well. Even in the challenge 
he was still up on his toe and moving like a dream. I was so pleased to award him BVD and 
then later with my Co Judges agreement BVIS. 2. KYNASTON - GRANASIL GOLDEN NUGGET VW ShEX.  
Another lovely exhibit of similar age and a lively, healthy boy to be proud of. Rich Ruby in immaculate 
coat and condition. Good head with a slightly shorter muzzle and large dark expressive eyes. Moved 
very well and with plenty of drive. 
3. SLACK - WILLOWHEART LOUIS 4. CALDWELL - KATHYSGIRLS JAGUAR WITHN XETY 
 
VINTAGE (1:1Abs). MINOR PUPPY DOG (4). 1. RYAN - CAVILLIBROOK GEORGE EZRA 
What a lovely puppy who I am sure is destined for great things. At just 8mths he really took 
my eye and I did consider him for the RCC. Correct head with sufficient cushioning for age 
and sweet appealing expression. Lovely breed type and shape with nice reach of neck, level 
top line and well set tail. Moved with confidence at one with his owner. Very pleased to 
award him BPD and later with my Co Judges agreement BPIS. I was also interested to hear 
later that he is the son of my BD.  2. RICHARDSON – KRINGLEHOLME KRAFTWERK 
Nicely marked Blenheim of just 6.5mths, with a nicely marked coat and presented in excellent 
condition. Good head and eye. Slightly longer in body with level top line and correct tail set and 
carriage. Moved quite well once going, but preferred movement on 1 3. RICHARDSON - 
KRINGLEHOLME PIECEWERK. 4. SLACK - DALVRECK IN DREAMS 
 
PUPPY DOG (0; 1 Abs). 1. HUGHES - LORANKAS ENCANTO. Lovely B/T of 11mths. Small and compact 
with a gorgeous head qualities and large dark expressive eyes. Good body with lovely reach of neck and 
nice angulation fore and aft. Very well presented, sporting a lovely black gleaming coat with bright tan 
in all the correct places. Moved really well and very happy on the move. 2. FOX SHONE – PAMEDNA 
JACQUES Ruby boy of 10mths. Lovely shape and size but just lacking in maturity at the moment but 
the potential is there and I am sure his day will come. Handsome head with large dark expressive eyes 
all framed by his well set ears, with lovely furnishings. Still in puppy coat but a lovely texture and a rich 
ruby red.. Moved very well with plenty of drive. 3. MACLAINE - LOCHBUIE DYSON 4. BARROWCLOUGH - 
BRYMARDEN BANJO AT BARROWLAIN 5. BAILLIE - MARISK GROBAN AT CAVALLINO 
 
JUNIOR DOG (1) 1. LINTON – THEKOPS BLACK'N GOLD Stood alone, but nevertheless a worthy winner. 
Small built B/T of 13mths. Masculine head with nice proportions and well set ears. Eyes dark and 
expressive. Good body, with level top line. nice angulation and well set tail.. Moved quite well, although 
needs to strengthen in rear movement. 
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YEARLING DOG (3) 1. WALKER – STAVONGA SKY WALKER JW Quality Blenheim boy of just 19 mths. 
Lovely make and shape. Good masculine head with ample cushioning, large dark expressive eyes and 
excellent pigmentation. Beautiful coat of correct texture and with attractive, rich chestnut markings. 
Moved very well and happy on the move. 2. GOW – LYNCRAEG LITTLE PIP Another nice Blenheim of 
2yrs. Good head with slightly shorter muzzle but with nice cushioning and large dark expressive eyes 
and dense pigmentation. Liked his shape and size.Sound body with level top line and good angulation. 
Moved well with plenty of drive. 
3. SPALL & CLARKE – LLAPSTTAM'S SECRET SEVEN 
 
MAIDEN DOG (1) 1. HUGHES - LORANKA'S SECRET CRUSH B/T of 11mth and brother to my puppy 
winner. Lovely shape and size. Good head and eye but not as mature or confident as his brother. Moved 
OK once he was going but not happy in the ring at the moment. 
 
NOVICE DOG (3:1Abs) 1. SPALL & CLARKE – LLAPSTTAM'S HEAVENLY SCENT 
Ruby of 18mths. Rich red. Coat in immaculate condition. Nice classic head and large dark 
eye with fabulous pigmentation. Good body with correct angulation fore and aft. Moved well 
and with plenty of drive.  2. LEAVER – REVAELANN NIK NAK PADDY WAK Blenheim boy of nice shape 
and size. Masculine head with shorter muzzle and nice cushioning. Eyes dark and large with pleasing 
expression. Moved quite well.. 
 
GRADUATE DOG (3) 1. BAYLISS - CASTLEWYTCH INFATUATION Loved this boy of 3yrs who stood out as 
the class winner. Gorgeous head with lovely soft cushioning, large dark expressive eyes and well set 
ears with lovely feathering, all presenting 
a very pleasing picture. Rich chestnut marking on his immaculate coat of lovely silky texture. 
Moved well even though he was naughty at times but a lovely boy. 2. BYERS –BONNIEMADRA 
RICOCHET TO LINETIVE Tri boy of 4yrs. Nice shape and size. Sweet head and eye. Lovely temperament. 
Moved quite well.  3. BIBBY – MURRENS JOCK. 
 
POST GRADUATE DOG (3) 1. REES – EMBETH ROCK THE BOAT Much to like about this Blenheim boy of 
lovely size and type. Very well balanced with good reach of neck, good body and level top line with 
correct tail set and carriage. Nicely turned stifle. Well cushioned head with large dark eyes and pleasing 
expression. In good coat and presented in excellent condition. Moved elegantly and purposefully 
around the ring 2. McKay – NARAYDEN BEN HUR 
B/T of similar shape and size to 1 . Pleasing head with slightly shorter muzzle. Nice dark eye 
and pigment. In good coat and sporting a lovely bright tan in all the correct places. Moved 
well with strong rear action.  3. GIBB- STEWART TANGLEWOOD FURMINATOR 
 
SPECIAL POST GRADUATE (WHOLE COLOUR) DOG 1. SPALL & CLARKE – LLAPSTTAM DOUBLE OH 
HEAVEN Nice B/T with very pleasing well cushioned head and large dark appealing eyes. Good body 
with level top line. Lovely black gleaming coat with bright tan in all the correct places. Moved well. 2. 
McKay – NARAYDEN BEN HUR As previous class. 
 
SPECIAL POST GRADUATE (PARTI COLOUR) DOG 1. BAILLIE – PURE MISCHIEF AT CAVALLINO Loved 
the shape and size of this Blenheim boy. Good head with ample cushioning and large expressive eyes. 
Well balanced body with nice angulation . Moved very well and happy on the move. 2. FOX - LYNMILY 
MISTER BLUE SKY 3. Slightly bigger Blenheim boy with rich chestnut marking to coat. Pleasing head 
and eye. Strong body with level top line and good angulation. Moved well, but a little fond of his tail at 
times. 4. BYERS – BONNIEMADRA RICOCHET TO LINETIVE. 
 
LIMIT DOG (8) A very nice Class. 1. BUBB & BARRETT- WANDRIS EVANLY LEGACY JW. Loved this boy 
from the moment I saw him.. He has the most appealing softly cushioned head and large dark 
expressive eyes which won my heart. Lovely well balanced body of perfect size and with level top line, 
nice angulation fore and aft and good tail set and carriage. In good coat with attractive rich chestnut 
markings. He is very well constructed and therefore moved so soundly and with style and elegance. He 
is certainly a quality exhibit and I was 
very pleased to award him DCC and later on the Referee's decision he was awarded BIS. 
2. RHODES – CALONLAN GRAND ROYALE  Another quality exhibit slightly bigger type than one but a 
very nice Tri boy and one I considered for the RCC. Lovely masculine head with correct eye and 
expression. Well 
proportioned body with level top line and nice tail carriage. In fabulous coat with bright tan 
in all the right places.. Excellent mover. Very well handled and presented. 3. HUGHES – LORANKA'S 
IMAGINE 4. LEE – KELRICK FLASHBACK 5. LINTON – THEKOP'S BLACK'N GOLD 
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SPECIAL OPEN (WHOLECOLOUR) DOG (3:1Abs) 1. BAILLIE – MARISK GREATEST SHOWMAN AT 
CAVALLINO Ruby of 4yrs with lovely head and eye. Nice reach of neck and well placed shoulders. Level 
top line with good tail set and carriage. Moved elegantly around the ring. Shown in immaculate and 
gleaming rich red coat. 2. BIBBY – MURRENS JOCK 
Bigger boy enjoying his day out and leading his owner a merry dance. Sweet head and eye. 
So happy and such lovable character. Sturdy body who obviously enjoys his food. Moved 
quite well once he was going. 
 
SPECIAL OPEN (RESIDENT IN SCOTLAND) DOG 1. HOLLAND - BONNIEMADRA LOKED AND LOADED 
Blenheim of 4yrs. Liked his shape and size. Handsome head and dark eyes nicely framed by well set 
ears with ample fringing. Nice to go over with a strong body and level top line. Moved very well. 2. 
BAILLIE – MARISK GREATEST SHOWMAN AT CAVALLINO As previous class. 3. BYERS - BRAEMARRA 
TAYLOR AT LINETIVE 
4. CALDWELL - KATHYSGIRLS JAGUAR WITHN XETY 
 
OPEN DOG (3 ) Three very lovely dogs. 1. KILCOYNE – CH GRANASIL BOURBON 
A beautiful Ruby boy of top quality and shown in fabulous condition. Compact body of 
perfect size with good reach of neck, well laid shoulders and good turn of stifle. Appealing 
head and eyes with correct expression. Moved soundly and with style and elegance. 
Beautifully presented with a gleaming rich red coat. Handled to perfection. Very pleased to 
award him RDCC 2. RHODES – CALONLAN HENDRICKS Another lovely quality Blenheim boy, similar to 
1 in size and type. Excellent well cushioned masculine head qualities with typical expression. In fabulous 
coat and condition. Moved and showed very well. 3. REES - EMBETH WISHMAKER. 
 
 
 

Bitch Judge Critique:  Mrs S Smith 
 
I would like to thank the committee for inviting me to judge one of my favorite shows, I always look 
forward to the warm Scottish welcome. I would also like to sincerely thank all the exhibitors for bringing 
their beautiful dogs for me to judge, so pleased to see all of the four colours represented so well, I was 
truly spoilt for choice. The show had such a lovely friendly atmosphere, I thoroughly enjoyed my day, 
thank you all once again. 

 
Veteran 6 (2) 1. Rees Embeth Bonny Boat JW, very pretty Tri nearly 8 and not showing her age, shown 
in full coat and in beautiful condition, moved freely around the ring with drive, compact with a lovely 
profile, happy girl who clearly enjoyed every minute of time in the ring a true professional and credit to 
her handler. BVB 2. Gow’s Grajenco Macchiato at Lyncraeg, another lovely veteran this time a Ruby, 
again not Referee:  Mrs G Baillie (Fyrnrose) Critique: 
I was delighted to be given the opportunity to go over this, lovely Blenheim dog, in immaculate 
condition and presentation.  Strong head, good flat skull, correct bite, and dentition.  Soft expression 
with large dark eyes, coat well broken with rich dark tan. 
Good spring of rib. Body well filled out, correct turn of stifle with good firm muscle giving him strength 
for plenty of drive, he moved soundly at one with his handler, keeping his lovey  level top line.I felt he 
was so sure of himself, as he moved out with style round the ring. This dog ticked all my boxes.  I could 
not deny him Best in Show. her age, thoroughly enjoying herself, nicely constructed and moved freely 
around the ring, her handler struggling to keep up with her. Lovely temperament, such a happy girl. 
3. Fox’s Lewharle Izzadorable for Lynmily  4. Scott’s Toscam Mckayla 
 
Minor Puppy 9 (1) 1. Ryan’s Cavallibrook Ophelia, 6 month old Blen making her debut, such a pretty 
head with dark expressive eyes, so well constructed with lovely arch to neck and level topline, moved 
well with plenty of attitude, such a happy puppy her tail never stopped wagging, I predict a bright 
future for this lovely girl. 2. Spall’s Llapsttam’s Eunice, petite B&T, such a pretty girl with a soft gentle 
expression, nicely constructed with a good lay of shoulder and strong hindquarters, silky coat of the 
correct texture and bright tan, moved well, another promising puppy. 3. Dreamer’s Cavallibrook Evanly 
Kiss at Bankshill 
Res McKay’s Bonnemadra Cantarito VHC. Willis Arianna Salika Soul Dinitro TAF 
 
Puppy 13 (3) 1. Nolan & Bayliss Castlewytch Las Vegas, I loved the overall balance and 
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construction of this Blen girl, such a neat package with a level topline and lovely profile, moved with 
drive around the ring. Soft gentle expression from large dark eyes, nicely broken markings and coat just 
starting to come through, thoroughly enjoying her day. BPB 
2. Fox - Shone’s Pamedna Sasha Rose, Ruby of lovely size and shape, good reach of neck with level 
topline, short coupled, appealing expression from beautiful dark eyes, nicely constructed, effortless 
parallel movement, shown in beautiful condition. 3. Claydon’s Brymarden Miss Sophie Res. MacLaine’s 
Arrowbien Sweet Dreams VHC. Crozier’s Korraines Kalinda 
 
Junior 8 (1) 1. Waters Sweetbriar La Dee Da, I loved the overall balance of this heavily marked Blen, 
pretty head with gentle expression and high set ears, level topline with pleasing tailset, moved 
effortlessly with drive from strong hind quarters, lovely temperament. 2. Kerr’s Kinvaar Away With The 
Fairy’s, very pretty Tri of lovely size and balance, compact with good crest of neck, moved effortlessly 
with drive. Beautiful dark round eyes, silky coat to complete the picture, another happy girl with a lovely 
temperament. 3. Rhodes Calonlan Tri Mai Chai 
Res. Lee’s Conchellia Vivi Velvette by Kelrick VHC. Chapman’s Daltonian Benelli Rose 
 
Yearling 8 1. Spall’s Llapsttam Sent From Heaven, glamourous Ruby with a lovely profile, very pretty 
with soft gentle expression, excellent construction and so nicely balanced, effortless movement she just 
flowed around the ring, gleaming richly coloured silky coat, would like to see her a little more animated 
at times. 2. Fox - Shone’s Pamedna Tainted Love, another lovely girl this time a Blen, again a lovely 
profile, soft gentle expression, moved freely with drive holding a level topline, well broken silky coat, 
shown in beautiful condition. 3. Nolan’s Jernito Winter Hope Res. Kilcoyne & Hall’s Granasil Popsicle 
VHC. Bobby’s Stronepoint Treacle Toffee 
 
Maiden 0 
 
Novice 7 (2) 1. Maddy’s Llapsttams Bloode Nora Gabmaddi, pretty feminine B&T of lovely size, nicely put 
together with a good reach of neck and level topline, gentle soft expression and high set ears, straight 
silky coat with bright tan, shown in beautiful condition and moved soundly around the ring. 2. Crozier’s 
Korraines Kalinda, pretty B&T placed VHC in a strong puppy class, still immature but everything in the 
right place, lovely gentle expression, just needs to gain more confidence but that will come with time. 3. 
White’s Sweetest Of All at Carleny 
Res. Waters Sirhadis Cassandra at Osage VHC. McCue’s Kathysgirls All Hallows Eve 
 
Graduate 9 (2) 1. Bayliss Castlewytch Nevada, elegant Blen, very pretty with gentle expressive eyes and 
high set ears, excelled in profile with arched neck leading short coupled level topline and tailset, moved 
parallel in both directions, carried herself effortlessly around the ring and showed well. 2. Bacon’s 
Frondil Martha Chance at Timbric, Blen, moved and showed well. Richly marked silky coat, pretty head 
and gentle expression, level topline held on the move, lovely temperament. 3. Liverton - Ovey’s Bon Ray 
Of Hope at Halosey Res. Lee’s Conchellia Vivi Velvette by Kelrick. VHC. White’s Sweetest Of All at 
Carleny. 
 
Post Graduate 4 (1) 1. Claydon’s Brymarden May Blossom, beautiful Blen shown in lovely condition, 
such a pretty head with well filled muzzle and expressive round dark eyes, so well constructed and 
balanced, moved effortlessly around the ring wagging her tail with a look at me attitude, such an 
elegant little girl. 2. Ross Ouzlewell’s Annabelle, pretty Blen shown in full coat and beautiful condition, 
neat and compact with well laid shoulders and good turn of stifle, gentle expression, moved and 
showed well. 3. Crozier’s Korraines Aurora. 
 
Special Post Graduate ( Whole Colour) 3 (2) 1. McCue’s Kathysgirls All Hallows Eve, Ruby placed VHC in 
novice, happy girl with a lovely temperament, richly coloured silky coat, showed well, would just prefer 
her to be one size smaller and more compact. 
 
Special Post Graduate (Parti Colour) 6 (1) 1. Parsons Anjomil Harvest Moon, loved the compact shape 
of this heavily marked Blen, very pretty with large dark eyes and black pigment, moved freely holding a 
level topline, at one with her handler, lovely temperament and so full of confidence. 2. Corner’s Kelrick 
Black Velvet at Delaby, heavily marked Tri with a pleasing profile, lovely arch to neck leading to a level 
topline, very pretty with a soft expression, moved freely and showed well, presented in beautiful 
condition. 3. Ross Ouzlewell’s AnnabelleRes. Turnbull’s Peakdowns Angelica VHC. Lee’s Kelrick Kornish 
Legend 
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Limit 14 (1) 1. MacLain’s Lochbuie Graffiti, this B&T was so full of mischief she gave her handler a hard 
time, so free on the move with a look at me attitude, nicely constructed with a pleasing profile and level 
topline, moved true in both directions, pretty head with a gentle expression, shown in beautiful 
condition. 2. MacAlpine’s Annatika Trixiebelle, very pretty Blen with a profuse coat which you need to 
get underneath to appreciate her real qualities, so nicely constructed, level topline and short coupled, 
moved effortlessly with drive. Beautiful expression from large dark eyes, showed well. 3. Rhodes 
Calonlan Bloom Res. Hughes Loranka’s Secret Potion VHC. Drewett’s Judyland Miss Isabelle 
 
Special Open (Whole Colour) 5 (2) 1. Hegarty’s Chantismere Roise, beautiful Ruby shown in full coat 
that gleamed, elegant little girl with such an endearing expression, large round dark eyes with excellent 
pigment, nicely constructed with a good crest of neck flowing into a level topline, moved freely with 
drive and her head held high, so much to like. RCC 
2. Bibby’s Stronepoint Treacle Toffee,VHC in yearling, B&T larger size than my ideal, pretty head and 
shown in gleaming condition, so full of herself just needs to settle on the move. 
3. White’s Carleny Northern Light 
 
Special Open (Resident in Scotland) 2 (1) 1. Holland’s Cempas Trolley Dolly at Bonniemadra, B&T 
standing alone but she certainly made the most of it and showed her true personality, so full of herself 
as she moved freely around the ring holding a level topline and a ever wagging tail, beautiful head with 
melting expression, high set ears and a graceful arch to neck, long silky coat that gleamed. Owned the 
ring demanding attention and she certainly got mine. Absolute privilege to be able to award this 
beautiful girl her 3rd CC. BCC RBIS 
 
Open 5 (3) 1. Rix’s Stavonga Shot Silk at Ricksbury, beautifully constructed Blen shown in lovely 
condition, dark expressive eyes and high set ears, every part flowing into the next to create a lovely 
profile, moved freely around the ring with her head held high, happy temperament, showed well. 
2. Lee’s Kelrick One Kiss, another very pretty Blen girl, lovely expressive eyes, compact profile with good 
lay of shoulder and well turned stifle, shown in beautiful condition, moved well but just lacked that 
extra sparkle today. 
Susan Smith (Beadale) 
 
 
Referee:  Mrs G Baillie (Fyrnrose) Critique: 
I was delighted to be given the opportunity to go over this, lovely Blenheim dog, in immaculate 
condition and presentation.  Strong head, good flat skull, correct bite, and dentition.  Soft expression 
with large dark eyes, coat well broken with rich dark tan. Good spring of rib. Body well filled out, correct 
turn of stifle with good firm muscle giving him strength for plenty of drive, he moved soundly at one 
with his handler, keeping his lovey  level top line. I felt he was so sure of himself, as he moved out with 
style round the ring. This dog ticked all my boxes.  I could not deny him Best in Show. 

 


